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Two weeks ago, I used my friends’ Facebook posts to figure out an optimal Facebook posting
strategy. Using the results I was able to give credit to some common theories about optimal Facebook
strategies and dispel others – at least as they apply to my own specific friend group.
These suspected effects of post characteristics, however, were based on what happens on
average. It doesn’t say whether the effects are true for any single individual. While what works on
average is good for giving advice in general, it’s not helpful if what works on average doesn’t work for
you specifically. And in the spirit of ThoughtBurner’s mission – to solve the Daily Optimization problems
– I wanted to see if the average effects would prove to be the same for me personally.
So, I went back and recorded data on every post I put on Facebook since the introduction of the
‘like’ button in February 2009i. Using this dataset, I performed an analysis similar to the one I did on the
data from my friend group. The results are different, which suggests that optimal Facebook posting
advice based on what works on average might not work perfectly for everyone (and that it doesn’t quite
work for me). In order to devise your true optimal Facebook posting strategy, you have to analyze data
from your own posts and see what works on an individual level.
Data
After spending far too long looking at my (often cringe-worthy) old Facebook posts, I can
confidently say that I know with precision my past posting habits. I stopped looking at posts that
occurred in June of 2015, which is when I originally had the idea for this post (I was worried that I would
modify my posting behavior after thinking more about optimal Facebook posting). Using Tableau Public,
I was able to create some cool interactive visualizations hereii, and hereiii, that will reveal my natural
Facebook posting habits to you and the world. I will start with describing some of the general trends I
found in my own data.
The frequency of my posts has generally increased over time, the biggest change starting around
2012. Figure 1 shows the total number of posts each month. Total posts peak in the summer of 2013 (33
posts in July 2013), which was when I was posting pictures every day (more about this later…). Recently,
however, there has been a slight decrease in the frequency of my posting.
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Figure 1: Total posts over time, by month

Figure 2 shows how many new friends I made on Facebook each month. You can pretty easily
see the wave of new friends that came as I met new people as summer ended and school started (the
peaks around August each year).
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Figure 2: New friends over time, by month

I also wanted to get an idea of how connected my friend group was – Figure 3 is a mutual friend
count histogram. The x-axis is how many mutual friends I have with someone, and the y-axis is the

frequency of that count. (So, “y” many of my friends share “x” mutual friends with me.) The most
common number of mutual friends was 7, I share less than 37-ish mutual friends with a very large
percentage of my friends, and almost all people fall below 80 mutual friends. And of course there are a
few outliers – there was one person with whom I shared 238 mutual friends, and another person with
whom I shared 247 mutual friends.
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Figure 3: Histogram of mutual friend count

Last, I looked at the average number of likes I received on my posts over time. Figure 4 shows
the number of average likes by year, along with a linear trend line. The linear approximation suggests
that every year my average likes increased by about 2 – which I took as good news, and possibly as a
sign that I was getting better at posting stuff over time.
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Figure 4: Average likes over time, all Facebook posts

Analysis
Visually, it seems like my Facebook posting habits changed around 2012. Specifically, I
remember trying to “post at least one picture a day” using Instagram (acquired by Facebook in early
2012iv). I was more successful in accomplishing this goal in the summer time (when school was less
intense), and this shows up in the data – starting around 2012, there is a dramatic increase in the
percentage of posts that include a picture.
Because of these changing posting habits over time, and also because I remember the Facebook
interface changing over time, I decided to analyze only posts that happened in 2012 onward. Posts in
2012-onward comprise about 86% of all of my posts ever, so I am not losing much information by
excluding earlier posts. They are also the most recent and probably the most relevant to optimizing my
present Facebook posting. See Table 1 below for details. The analysis that follows consists of 385 of my
posts from January 1, 2012 through June 12, 2015.

Table 1: Differences between all posts and restricted sample

First, I wanted to see if I had gotten better at posting things on Facebook. More specifically, I
wanted to see if I was getting significantly more likes as the years went by, which might suggest that I
was learning how to create better Facebook posts as I grew older. A simple regression of likes on year
showed that the average number of likes on my Facebook posts increased by close to 1.7 likes per year,
and the results were indeed significant. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Simple linear regression of likes on year

Seemed like good news for me! But it wasn’t. Adding a control for total number of friends
revealed that I was not actually getting better at posting – the increase in average number of likes I
received each year was better explained by the fact that I was adding more and more friends on
Facebook. According to this new regression, for every 42 or so new friends I made, I would get on
average 1 more like on my posts. (Figure 6)

Figure 6: Regression of likes on year and total friends

Next, I added in all of the controls I used in my previous analysis. This includes links, pictures,
days of the week, and my total number of friends (accounting for new friends made each month). With
my own data, I also include a new variable: time since my last post (in days). In my previous analysis, I
found that people who posted more than once in the two week observation period got, on average,
about 0.5 fewer likes per extra post. I was limited in my ability to estimate the optimal time to wait
between posts, however, because the observation period was so short. My own data has many more
observations of and variation of the numbers of days since my last post, allowing for me to make more

precise estimates. Granted, the estimates might not be generalizable to others since it uses data
exclusively from my own posts, but since I’m being selfish and only figuring out an optimal strategy for
myself this is fine.
First, none of the day of the week effects were significant. This is the same result I found in my
friend group analysis. Figure 7 shows average likes for each day of the week. It looks a bit like
Wednesdays might be better, but the effects aren’t significant after controlling for other post
characteristics.
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Figure 7: Average likes by day of the week

The results of my analysis also revealed that posts of mine with links in them had significantly
less likes (about 9.5 fewer likes on average). This effect is in the same direction of the link effect I found
in the friend group analysis, though it is not as strong. This could either be because my link posts were
more likeable than the average link post of my friends, or because my non-link posts were of worse
quality. I will assume the former for self-esteem boosting purposes.
In contrast to what I found in the friend group analysis, pictures had a very strong negative
effect on likes; my picture posts had almost 7 fewer likes on average than non-picture posts, and the
effect was highly significant. While maybe surprising, I actually expected this effect. For a while, I was on
a “one-a-day” posting habit when it came to instagram pictures. This habit started around 2012, and can
be seen in the data; the darker the lines are in Figure 8, the higher the percentage of posts with pictures.

Figure 8: Average likes over time (month), fraction of posts with pictures.
Darker green indicates a higher percentage of the posts that month included pictures.

My theory is this: when I was ‘forced’ to post a picture everyday, the average quality of my
picture posts decreased. (The increasing trend of average likes over time is more of an effect of my total
number of friends, as mentioned before.) The quality of my picture posts decreased because I now had
to post a picture every day, even if there was nothing that I normally would have deemed ‘post-worthy.’
Meanwhile, my non-picture posts remained high(er) quality. If this were true, and it seems plausible, we
would see exactly what the data shows – a higher percentage of picture posts but a negative effect of
pictures on average number of likes.
At first, I found that the ‘time since my last post’ variable did not have a significant effect on
likes. This would suggest that there is not an optimal number of days to wait between Facebook posts.
While I was collecting data, however, I noticed that there were a few extended periods of time where I
did not post at all – sometimes for months. If it were the case that the effect of waiting an additional day
‘maxed out’ after a certain amount of time, then these long periods of no-posting could be messing up
the results (they are outliers, in a sense). For example, if you have already waited a month since your
last post, waiting an additional day might not have much of an effect. On the other hand, if you posted
earlier that day then maybe waiting a day before your next post will stop you from ‘being annoying’ to
other people (possibly resulting in slightly more likes).
The first way I tested this idea was to limit my sample to posts that were posted within 1 month
(4 weeks) of the last post. This means that the first posts I posted after the long period of no-posting
(and their very high ‘days-since-last-post’ value) were excluded from analysis. The results showed that
there was a significant and positive relationship between the number of likes one of my posts receives
and the number of days since my last post.
Then, I decided to add in days-since-last-post squared and days-since-last-post cubed terms to
my regression to allow for a non-linear effect of being patient. This allowed me to model the idea that
the effect might change depending on how long you’ve already waited. I’ve plotted the resulting like
effect estimation in Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9: Estimates of effect of days since last post on expected likes, with quadratic and cubic terms

The maximum effect of waiting on likes occurs at 13 days, estimated at about +3.24 likes. After
13 days, the model predicts that the effect decreases, and eventually even drops below zero. While I
don’t think the model is very accurate for ‘time since last post’ values that are very high, I think it could
serve as a good guess of the effect for posts that are within a month of each other.
While many of the results I found using my personal data were the same as the analysis in my
earlier postv, there are enough differences that I wanted to look at how the optimal Facebook posting
strategy derived from each analysis would differ. In the next section, I create my own personalized
optimal Facebook posting strategy and compare it to the strategy I came up based on my friend group
data.
Personalized Optimal Facebook Posting Strategy
I started by “re-optimizing” my Facebook posting strategy based on the new results. The simple
advice I can give (to myself) would be to not include links or pictures in my posts and to wait almost two
weeks (13 days) between each post. Comparing this ‘best’ strategy to the ‘worst’ strategy, and assuming
that the time-of-day effects are the same for me as they were for my group of friends, my expected
average would be 19.02 likes higher.
To give you a better idea of how the optimal strategies differ, and how they would affect
expected likes on Facebook posts, Figure 10 shows the differences in expected likes based on different

strategy and data combinations. The columns indicate which dataset is being optimized, whereas the
rows indicate which strategy is being used. The cells display the expected difference between the likemaximizing strategy and a strategy-constrained like-minimizing strategy – that is, they show the
difference between the maximum like effect possible and the minimum like effect possible with the
column-determined data while following the row-determined strategy. For example, the friend group
optimizing strategy suggests that pictures have no effect on likes – but including a picture while
optimizing my personal data would reduce the expected average number of likes by about 7. The cells
where the data and strategy are mismatched (white cells) show ‘how wrong’ things can go by following
the wrong advice (which gives you an idea of the range of the total effect on likes).

Figure 10: Like effects for strategy-data combinations

While an average person in my friend group would have been mostly fine with my personalized
optimization strategy, I would have been missing out on a pretty big number of likes using the strategy
based on group data. If you assume that the friend group is representative of your own posting, the
difference between using the friend group strategy and the personalized strategy is only 0.55 likes on
average – not very large. This small difference is a result of posting a little too often; you would post
every 13 days, which is more than once every two weeks, and your expected likes would decrease by
0.55 likes by doing this. You’d be better off using the friend group strategy, but only by a little.
On the other hand, if I had personally followed the friend group strategy I could have ended up
with an expected like bonus of only 12.69 more likes. Compare this to my personalized strategy, which
had an optimal maximum of 19.02 more likes. The difference between the two strategies is 6.33 likes,
meaning that I could fail to optimize pretty severely. The discrepancy comes from two factors; the fact
that pictures were found to have no significant effects in the friend group strategy and the differences
between the optimal wait time between posts.
Takeaway
While many of the topics ThoughtBurner has written about in the past are generalizable to
everyone, there are some Daily Optimization problems that can only be solved by fitting the solution to
the particular individual. Facebook posting, I believe, is a good example of a Daily Optimization problem
with person-dependent solutions.

I think I have made some good improvements to previous studies on how to optimally post to
Facebook, but because of the nature of the problem I would caution against assuming that the results of
the personalized analysis would hold true for you. As demonstrated above, analyzing my individual
Facebook post data gives different results than analyzing my friend group data. You are probably the
best judge of how closely your posting habits and group of friends match the ones in these analyses and
whether you should follow the optimal strategies presented or not.
Luckily for me, I’ve already figured out my own optimal posting strategy. My expected number
of likes while using the optimal strategy is 19.02; compare that to my overall average likes at 10.71, and
you see that I could potentially be getting 8.31 more likes on average – an increase of nearly 78%. I don’t
normally try to maximize my average likes on Facebook, but now that I have a strategy don’t be
surprised if all my future posts start getting a high number of likes.
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